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IS THE RULE OF RECOGNITION A RULE?
AnthonyJ Sebok*
I. INTRODUCTION
One of Fred Schauer's most interesting and important contribu-
tions to Americanjurisprudence has been to draw our attention to the
connection between the theory of rules and legal positivism.' Schauer
argues that a legal system which adopts his model of rule-based deci-
sionmaking is fundamentally positivist In this Article I shall argue
that legal positivism cannot be rule-based in the way that Schauer be-
lieves, and I shall argue that this is a conclusion that does not threaten
either Schauer's theory of rules or his commitment to positivism.
My argument will proceed as follows. First, I will review Schauer's
theory of rules and I will show why Schauer believes that a rule is a
form of "entrenched generalization." I will then briefly review mod-
em theories of legal positivism and establish that every modem posi-
tivist, including Schauer, believes that every legal system has a "rule of
recognition." Next, I will show how Schauer's theory of rules repro-
* Associate Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School; Visiting Associate Professor
of Law, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Spring 1997. I am grateful to Brian Bix,
David Carlson, Abner Greene, John Goldberg, Arthur Jacobson, Scott Shapiro,
Suzanne Last Stone, and Ben Zipursky for their comments and suggestions.
1 Schauer's efforts to connect his theory of rules with legal positivism has been
cited in many recent articles. For a representative sample, see Scott Altman, Beyond
Candor, 89 MIcH. L. REv. 296, 331 (1990); Morgan Cloud, Pragmatism, Positivism, and
Principles in Fourth Amendment Theory, 41 UCLA L. Rxv. 199, 287 (1993); Richard Fal-
lon, Jr., Comparing Federal Courts "Paradigms", 12 CONsr. ComMENTAwy 3, 11 n.38
(1995); Richard Fallon, Jr., Individual Rights and the Powers of Government, 27 GA. L.
REv. 343, 375 (1993); Gregory Keating, Fidelity to Pre-existing Law and the Legitimacy of
LegalDecision, 69 NoTRE DAME L. REv. 1, 13 n.22 (1993);Julian McDonnell, Definitions
and Dialogue in CommercialLaw, 89 Nw. U. L. REv. 623,652 (1995);John Miller, Indeter-
minacy, Complexity, and Fairness:Justfying Rule Simplification in the Law of Taxation, 68
WASH. L. REv. 1, 74 n.336 (1993); Mark Osiel, Ever Again: Legal Remembrance of Admin-
istrative Massacre, 144 U. PA. L. Ruv. 463, 703 (1995); Roger Shiner, Aristotle's Theory of
Equity, 27 Lov. L.A. L. REv. 1245, 1245 (1994); Maura Strassberg, Taking Ethics Seri-
ously: Beyond Positivist Jurisprudence in Legal Ethics, 80 IoWA L. REv. 901, 912 (1995);
Cass Sunstein, Problems with Rules, 83 CAL. L. REv. 953, 987 (1995); Michael Wells,
Positivism and Antipositivism in Federal Courts Law, 29 GA. L. REv. 655, 662 (1995);
Steven Winter, Confident, But Still Not Positive; 25 CONN. L. REv. 893, 899 (1993).
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duces itself in his account of the rule of recognition. As we will see,
Schauer's positivism, including his account of the rule of recognition,
has come under serious attack from other positivists such as Jules
Coleman. I will then argue that the very feature of Schauer's positiv-
ism upon which his critics have focused-the "limited domain the-
sis"-is really more a part of his theory of rules than his positivism. I
will then argue that Schauer does not think that the rule of recogni-
tion is a rule, and I suggest that if that is the case, Schauer's theory of
rules should be taken out of his account of the rule of recognition. I
conclude this article by arguing that if the ultimate test for law is seen
as an entrenched generalization but not as a rule, Schauer can defend
the limited domain thesis on grounds that meet the objections of his
positivist critics.
I. SCHAUER's THEORY OF RuiEs
Schauer's analysis of rules begins with the claim that all rules are
generalizations. A generalization, according to Schauer, is the act of
connecting a particular (thing or action) with a category that contains
the particular and at least one other particular.2 Schauer distin-
guishes generalizations into two types: descriptive and prescriptive.
Descriptive generalization connects a particular with a category that
tells us something salient (however trivial) that the particular shares
with at least one other particular. For example, saying that "Angus the
terrier is a dog" places Angus the terrier into a category (dogs). The
act of generalization works-that is, the category "dogs" is salient-
because there is at least one other particular which shares the cate-
gory with Angus (for example, Bonnie, the collie). If for some very
strange reason we knew that only Angus possessed the feature that
connected him to the category "dog," then the category "dog" would
not be salient with regard to Angus, and the statement "Angus is a
dog" would not be a descriptive generalization.3
Two features of descriptive generalization are worth noting.
First, as Schauer stresses, descriptive generalizing is a contingent activ-
ity in which choices must be made.4 Particulars can be connected to a
variety of categories, and the selection of a category will turn on the
ends to which the generalization will be used. For example, by saying
that Angus is a dog, I have actively made a choice by selecting the
category "dogs." Second, descriptive generalization requires the "sup-
pression" of the categories not selected. According to Schauer, a de-
2 FREDERICK SCHAUER, PLAYING BY THE RuLEs 19 (1991).
3 Id. at 17.
4 Id. at 21.
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scriptive generalization "suppresses others, including those marking
real differences among the particulars treated as similar by the se-
lected" category.5 For example, by saying that Angus is a dog and
Bonnie is a dog, I suppress the fact that Angus is a terrier and Bonnie
is not.
A prescriptive generalization connects a particular with a category
by identifying a causal relevancy between the particular and the cate-
gory that is shared by at least one other particular.6 For example, say-
ing "Angus is a threat to babies because Angus is a dog" describes a
causal relevancy (Angus's dogness) between a particular (Angus) and
a category (threat to babies). The act of generalization works-that is,
the category "threat to babies" is salient-because there is at least one
other particular which shares the same causal relevancy with Angus
(for example, Bonnie, the collie). Schauer calls the category in a pre-
scriptive generalization its 'Justification" since it always described
some "evil sought to be eradicated or the goal sought to be served." 7
Connecting the particular to a category in this example of pre-
scriptive generalization required a choice, just like in the earlier ex-
ample of descriptive generalization. Angus's dogness was chosen
because it seemed the most salient causal relevancy given the justifica-
tion at issue. However, just as with descriptive generalization, the se-
lection of a causal relevancy suppresses other logically possible
relevancies.8 Furthermore, the "causal relevancy" which connects the
particular with the category (justification) is obviously itself a descrip-
tive generalization. The set of logically salient descriptive generaliza-
tions will always be much larger than the set of causally salient
prescriptive generalizations. For example, while the descriptive gener-
alization "Angus is hairy" is correct, a prescriptive generalization that
connected Angus with the justification "threat to babies" based on the
causal relevancy of Angus's hairiness would be incorrect (unless, of
course, babies are allergic to Angus's hair). Therefore, the justifica-
tion of the prescriptive generalization determines, or at least limits,
the range of descriptive generalizations that can be selected as the
salient causal relevancy.We can now move from Schauer's discussion of generalization to
his definition of a rule. A prescriptive rule (which is the only type of
rule discussed by Schauer) is a synthesis of descriptive and prescriptive
5 Id. at 22.
6 Id. at 26.
7 Id.
8 Some of the suppressed causal relevancies might be possible alternatives such
as hairiness or "having sharp teeth," while others will be simply silly, such as "weighing
17 pounds" or "having a Scottish name."
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generalization. According to Schauer, every rule has two parts: a fac-
tual predicate (for example, "If xe') and a consequent that applies if
the predicate is satisfied.9 In a prescriptive rule, the factual predicate
is the salient causal relevancy framed as a descriptive generalization.
The consequent "prescribes what is to happen when the conditions
specified in the factual predicate obtain."' 0 The factual predicate and
the consequent are the product of the relevant prescriptive general-
ization. For example, let us assume that after a long discussion about
Angus, a rule was enacted that said "no dogs allowed near babies."
One day Bonnie the collie wants to enter the nursery. It would be easy
to apply the rule to Bonnie. We would use the factual predicate to
draw a descriptive generalization (Bonnie is a dog) and identify it with
the implicit consequent (if Bonnie enters the nursery she will be re-
moved and/or the baby will become ill). "Dogness" had been identi-
fied as causally relevant by the prescriptive generalization "Angus is a
threat to baby because Angus is a dog." The prescriptive generaliza-
tion "Angus is a threat to babies because Angus is a dog" may have
been the impetus of the rule and may have provided the rule's justifi-
cation and factual predicate, but each of the rule's elements can be
applied long after Angus is forgotten.
The marriage between descriptive and prescriptive generaliza-
tions plays an important role in explaining the specific properties
Schauer attributes to rules. Although a prescriptive generalization
brings the descriptive generalization together with its justification, the
prescriptive generalization, as we saw above, often falls out of the pic-
ture. Even if the prescriptive generalization was accurate when it was
first used to frame the rule, it is likely to become inaccurate. Thus,
the causal relevancy between the descriptive generalization and the
justification will ultimately become looser and looser, until the rule
becomes either underinclusive or overinclusive, or both."' For exam-
ple, the rule "no dogs allowed near babies," excludes very carefully
trained (and very useful) seeing eye dogs, and is therefore overinclu-
sive, in that it does not serve its justification as well as a different rule
that made an exception for seeing eye dogs.' 2 Conversely, because
the rule does not exclude very unruly and uncontrollable chimpan-
9 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 23.
10 Id. Schauer notes that the consequent is often implied. In fact, with legal
rules, it is almost always implied. See id. (citing GIDON GOTrLIEB, THE LOGIC OF
CHOICE 36, 39 (1968)).
11 Id. at 32-34.
12 The rule does not serve its justification because we can see now (in a way,
perhaps, that we could not before) that the prescriptive generalization used to create
the rule was not quite correct. It was not Angus's dogness simpliciter that is causally
[VOL- 72:51542
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zees, it is underinclusive, in that it does not serve its justification as
well as a rule that included chimpanzees.
The phenomenon of under and overinclusiveness is "largely ine-
liminable," because the world is very complex, and time reveals those
complexities only after we have drawn our prescriptive generaliza-
tions. 13 According to Schauer, a theory of rules can respond to this
fact of the world in one of two ways. One choice is to demand a revi-
sion in the descriptive generalization of a rule every time one discov-
ers that the prescriptive generalization upon which it is based has
fallen out of step with its justification. This approach to rules treats
"the existing [descriptive] generalization of a rule as if it arose in con-
versation, modifying it when and as it is unfaithful to the rule's under-
lying justification."' 4 Schauer calls this "the rule of thumb approach"
because under it, "rules themselves add nothing, and become contin-
uously defeasible in the service of their generating justifications." 15
The second choice is to refuse to revise a rule's descriptive generaliza-
tion and to apply it "even in those cases in which that generalization failed to
serve its underlying justification."'6 Schauer calls this the "entrenchment
model" because under this approach, "[descriptive] generalizations
become entrenched," and the fact that the descriptive generalization
fails to serve its underlying justification "would not prompt reformu-
lating the generalization."' 7
The two approaches diverge in their view of the relationship be-
tween a rule's descriptive generalization and its justification. In a
"rule of thumb," the descriptive generalization is "transparent": its
weight or force is entirely dependent on the predictive generalization
that caused it to be selected. One is therefore invited to look beyond
the descriptive generalization to the justification that led to the crea-
tion of the rule.' 8 Under the "entrenched generalization" approach,
the descriptive generalization is "opaque": it has an "intrinsic weight"
that comes from the fact that it is an "instantiation" or "crystallization"
of the earlier determination that the descriptive generalization was
relevant to the justification, it was Angus's dogness and lack of training and slight
utility.
13 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 50.
14 Id. at 51.
15 Frederick Schauer, Rules, the Rule of Law, and the Constitution, 6 CONST. COM-
MENTARY 69, 75-76 (1989) [hereinafter Schauer, Constitution].
16 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 49.
17 Id. at 42-45.
18 Id. at 50; Schauer, Constitution, supra note 15, at 76; Frederick Schauer, Ru
and the Rule of Law, 14 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 645, 648-49 (1991) [hereinafter
Schauer, Law].
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causally relevant.1 9 The fact that it is now known that the descriptive
generalization does not serve its justification does not lessen its weight
or make it any less of an instantiation.
20
Schauer believes that the "entrenched generalization" model cap-
tures what it means to be a rule. Schauer's reasons for picking the
model of entrenchment over its rival, the "rule of thumb," is partly
based on the conceptual analysis that fills out the balance of Playing by
the Rules and partly on a form of "descriptive sociology" that would
have appealed to H.L.A. Hart.2 1 But Schauer also notes that he does
not really care what we call the "entrenched generalization" model.22
What Schauer does care about, and what is nonnegotiable for him, is
that prescriptive generalization takes only one of two forms-either
the rule of thumb or entrenched generalization.
The reason that Schauer cares so much about establishing the
mutually exclusive nature of these two forms of generalization is be-
cause each model provides the foundation for three rival models of
decisionmaking that make up the range of choices available to the
designer of a legal system. The first model of decisionmaking is called
particularism because it treats rules as rules of thumb; under this ap-
proach, a decisionmaker may always reformulate a descriptive general-
ization whenever it is either over or underinclusive. 23 Particularism
essentially treats rules as "continuously malleable," with the conse-
19 Schauer, Constitution, supra note 15, at 76.
20 A vivid example of an instantiation that exists independent of its justification
comes from the Talmud. In the story of the Oven of Akhani, a group of rabbis were
arguing over whether a particular oven was susceptible to cleanliness. The majority of
rabbis said yes and Rabbi Eliezer said no. After much disputation, Rabbi Eliezer ap-
pealed to heaven, and a voice came from heaven that said that Rabbi Eliezer was
correct. Rabbi Joshua then "arose and quoted a biblical proof-text, '[I] t is not in
Heaven.'" Rabbi Joshua's words have been understood as an argument that the
rabbis should follow the law that was given by God in Sinai (the Torah), and that they
should ignore God (or at least his heavenly voice) if he contradicted the law that he
entrenched there. According to one version of the story, God's reaction to Rabbi
Joshua's answer was to laugh and say, "'My children have defeated me, my children
have defeated me."' Suzanne Last Stone, In Pursuit of the Counter-Text: The Turn to the
Jewish Legal Model in Contemporay American Legal Theory, 106 HARv. L. REv. 813, 841
(1993) (quoting BABYLONIAN TALMUD, Baba Mezia 59b (1961)).
21 See H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW (2d ed. 1994).
22 If we wanted to, we could stipulate that the "rule of thumb" model captures the
true meaning of the word "rule," in which case Schauer would no longer be attracted
to rules and would instead support the entrenched generalization model under its
new name. In fact, suggests Schauer, if we really wanted to be perverse, we could even
simply abandon the word "rule" and call the first approach to generalization "Mutt"
and the second approach 'Jeff." Schauer, Constitution, supra note 15, at 72.
23 Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 648.
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quence that rules never obstruct or frustrate the decisionmaker.24 The
second model is called decisionmaking by entrenched generalization;
under this approach the decisionmaker may not reformulate a de-
scriptive generalization even when the decisionmaker knows that ap-
plying the generalization will produce the "'wrong' result... from the
perspective of the justification undergirding the single rule" because
of the inevitable problem of under or overinclusiveness. 25 This form
of decisionmaking treats rules as "sticky" and therefore as a potential
source of frustration to the decisionmaker. 26 Schauer concedes that
decisionmaking is rarely a pure case of one or the other model, and
that the two models represent ideal points at the ends of a continuum.
Thus, decisionmaking in the real world will reflect a blend of particu-
larism and entrenchment. The third model of decisionmaking, which
Schauer calls rule-sensitive particularism, is not, Schauer insists, merely
at the midpoint between the two ends of the continuum. Rule-sensi-
tive particularism requires the decisionmaker to reformulate the de-
scriptive generalization whenever it is under or overinclusive, but only
after the decisionmaker has balanced the "value of having a rule"
against the gain that would be made from the reformulation. 27 While
Schauer recognizes the logical possibility of rule-sensitive particular-
ism, he thinks that the same reasons that would lead a decisionmaker
to forbear from treating rules as continuously malleable would apply
equally to a decisionmaker who sought to determine, on a case-by-case
basis; whether to reformulate the descriptive generalization of any
given rule.28
In the end, whether one prefers particularism or decisionmaking
by entrenched generalization depends on one's feelings about the
malleability of descriptive generalizations. 29 In Schauer's mind, a deci-
sionmaking procedure that is wholly particularistic may be a good
24 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 83.
25 Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 649.
26 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 87.
27 Gerald Postema argues that there is no difference between rule-sensitive partic-
ularism and rule-based decisionmaking in its "presumptive form." See Gerald Pos-
tema, Positivism, I Presume? ... Comments on Schauer's "Rules and the Rule of Law", 14
HARv. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 797, 813-17 (1991). But see Frederick Schauer, The Rules of
Jurisprudence: A Reply, 14 HARv. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 839, 845 (1991) [hereinafter
Schauer, Jurisprudence] (denying that, in practice, presumptive positivism will be ex-
tensionally equivalent to rule-sensitive particularism).
28 ScHuUE, supra note 2, at 97-99; Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 649-50. Ironi-
cally, this is the mirror image of Postema's argument against presumptive rule-based
decisionmaking.
29 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 84.
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decisionmaking procedure, but it is not rulelike3 0 Schauer's reasons
for calling decisionmaking by entrenched generalization "rulelike"
are parasitic on the failure of particularism to address the problem of
continuous malleability: "[T]he absence of continuous malleabil-
ity.., is the feature that is both a necessary and sufficient condition
for the exercise of rule-based decisionmaking."3 ' Therefore, we can
see that focusing on the factual predicate of a rule does not really tell
us why entrenched generalization is the source of ruleness. What
makes a generalization rulelike for Schauer is not just that its factual
predicate is an instantiation or a "crystallization" of a predictive gener-
alization. As Schauer himself notes, a generalization is rulelike when
it produces a certain relationship between the factual predicate and
its justification.3 2 But this only pushes the question to another level:
what sort of relationship confers the quality of "ruleness" upon a gen-
eralization? Is it a relationship of entailment, or validation, or iden-
tity? According to Schauer, the appropriate type of relationship is
generated when there is pressure placed upon the factual predicate by
the rule's justification and the factual predicate resists that pressure. 33
So, ruleness is not denoted by a fact about the over or underinclusive-
ness of a generalization, but the linkage of that fact with the rejection
of a specific state of affairs (the reformulation of the rule demanded
by the rule's own justification).34 It is not a relation of entailment, but
of disjunction: "The form of decision-making that we can call rule-
based, therefore, exists insofar as instantiations resist efforts to pene-
trate them in the service of their justifications."35
30 Frederick Schauer, Formalism, 97 YALE LJ. 509, 537 (1988) [hereinafter
Schauer, Formalism]. Schauer notes that particularism is very similar to "instrumental-
ism," a form of legal reasoning associated with early nineteenth century judges like
ChiefJustice Lemuel Shaw of Massachusetts and the Legal Realists in the early twenti-
eth century. See id. (citing ROBERT SUMMERS, INSTRUMENTALISM AND AMERICAN LEGAL
THEORY 136-75 (1982)); MortonJ. Horwitz, The Emergence of the Instrumental Conception
of American Law, 1780-1820, in 5 LAW IN AMERICAN HISTORY 287 (Donald Fleming &
Bernard Bailyn eds., 1971); William Nelson, The Impact of the Antislavery Movement Upon
the Styles ofJudicial Reasoning in Nineteenth Century America, 87 HARV. L. REV. 513, 540
(1974) (discussing instrumentalism in American law).
31 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 84.
32 "We can recast the idea of a rule into a relationship." Id. at 76; see also Schauer,
Constitution, supra note 15, at 76; Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 649.
33 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 84 (emphasis added).
34 See Schauer, Formalism, supra note 30, at 535 ("[I]t is exactly a rule's rigidity,
even in the face of applications that would ill serve its purpose, that renders it a
rule.").
35 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 76 (emphasis added). The use of the active voice,
even when applied to something as abstract as a fragment of a linguistic structure,
suggests that when a rule is at work, a decision is being made by the rule's applier.
1546 [VOL. 72:5
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Schauer's observation that a rule is different from a command
helps us understand the crucial role that "resistance" plays in a rule.36
A command's meaning may be understood without reference to any
other norm or reason for action. But, in a rule, the factual predicate
is understood as part of a rule only if it is known to be a suboptimal
expression of its background justification: "When the crystallization
[of the factual predicate] offers at least some resistance to applying
the background justification directly to the case at hand, then and only
then can we say that the crystallization is a rule."3 7 To obey a com-
mand, one needs to comply with the content of the command because
it is a command, but one need not presuppose a conflict with any
other norm. It is the actual tension between an instantiation and its
justification that makes a rule rulelike; and, suggests Schauer, to the
extent that rules provide reasons for action, those reasons produce
the relationship of resistance between a rule's instantiation and its
justification.38
Schauer's choice of language therefore suggests that he subscribes to a "decision
model" of rules. According to the decision model, "when agents adopt rules, they still
have the ability not to follow them." ScottJ. Shapiro, The Difference That Rules Make, in
ANALYZING LAW: NEW ESSAYS IN LEGAL THEORY (Brian Bix, ed., forthcoming 1998)
(manuscript at 7, on file with The Notre Dame Law Review). Shapiro argues that
although almost "all the accounts in the Ourisprudential] literature" are versions of
the decision model (citing Donald H. Regan, Stephen R. Perry, Heidi M. Hurd, Fred-
erick Schauer, andJoseph Raz), it by no means provides a satisfactory explanation for
what it means to follow a rule. Id. at 7-9.
36 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 24 (stating that a rule is different from John Austin's
idea of a command).
37 Schauer, Constitution, supra note 15, at 76 (emphasis added). Larry Alexander
has called the phenomenon-factual predicates being unavoidably under and overin-
clusive-"the gap." Larry Alexander, The Gap, 14 HLv.J.L. & PuB. POL'Y 695, 695-96
(1991). According to my argument, Schauer believes that, rather than being the
cause for regret, the gap is a good thing, since without it, rules would not exist. See
Schauer,Jurisprdene, supra note 27, at 849 ("[T he gap is essentially unbridgeable.").
I say that Schauer thinks that the gap is a good thing from the perspective of philoso-
phy because it explains why there are rules; but that does not mean that Schauer
thinks that rules are necessarily a good thing. See also Schauer, Formalism, supra note
30, at 531. Alexander seems to suggest that only positivist legal theories can support a
gap. For example, Alexander argues that Ronald Dworkin's theory of law as integrity
cannot accommodate the gap because it cannot explain why and when "the existence
of a less than perfect law justifies deviating from what is otherwise morally best." Larry
Alexander & Ken Kress, Against Legal Principles, in LAw AND INTERPRETATION 279, 295
(Andrei Marmor ed., 1995) (citing Larry Alexander, Striking Back at the Empire: A Brief
Survey of Problems in Dworkin's Theory of Law, 6 LAw & PHIL. 419, 426-31 (1987)).
38 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 76. Schauer draws a sharp distinction between his
theory of rules (how does a rule operate as a reason for action) and his argument for
the adoption of rules (when, if ever, should a rule be a reason for action). Id. at 112
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III. RULE-BASED DECISIONMAKING AND POSITIVISM
In the Section above we saw that Schauer distinguishes between
particularistic decisionmaking and decisionmaking by entrenched
generalization, and we saw why Schauer believes that the latter, and
not the former, captures the idea of a rule. Clearly, as even Schauer
himself recognizes, his concept of a rule covers a much narrower
range of phenonmena 39 than is typically described by the term "rule"
in ordinary language.As I mentioned above, Schauer admits that his
reasons for defining ruleness as he does may simply not persuade the
reader, although I suspect that his use of the word captures the ordi-
nary language meaning of the term pretty well. The point of
Schauer's inquiry into rules has never been primarily to prove that
decisionmaking by entrenched generalization fits society's picture of
ruleness. The point of his inquiry has been to take the form of deci-
sionmaking he identifies with ruleness and to ask two questions. First,
Schauer wants to know to what extent "rule-governed decisionmak-
ing" is present in a given legal system. 40 Second, Schauer wants to
determine (or at least discuss) whether a legal system like the Ameri-
can system should incorporate rules.4 1 The first is a sociological ques-
tion. It asks whether a legal system is particularistic or rule-like, and to
what degree it is both. The second is a political and legal question. It
sets the answer to the first question to one side and asks us to weigh
the value of rules in the institutional structures of a legal system.4 2
n.1, 126. This article focuses almost exclusively on the first question. A third question
which Schauer almost never addresses is, "In what sense are rules reasons for action?"
He basically assumes that they are.
39 Id. at 52 n.18 ("Obviously, my definition is narrower than ordinary language,
for ordinary language applies the word 'rule' to a much larger range of phenomena
.. ") A serious failing of Schauer's "narrow" theory of rules is that it seems incapable
of characterizing the "rules" of language.
40 Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 666 (stating the possibility of descriptive gener-
alization); id. at 678-79 (providing a descriptive account of American law as a system
that gives rules "presumptive but not conclusive force"); Frederick Schauer, Constitu-
tional Positivism, 25 CONN. L. REV. 797, 824 (1993) [hereinafter Schauer, Constitutional
Positivism] (contrasting the degree of ruleness in American constitutional law with the
degree of ruleness one encounters "the further one moves away from ... the
Supreme Court").
41 Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 689 ("[I] am emphatically not claiming that
rules are always good things to have. I am, however, claiming that rule-based decision-
making... is frequently a good thing, and that it is virtually impossible to imagine a
legal system without it.").
42 Schauer, Constitution, supra note 15, at 71; Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 663;
Schauer, Constitutional Positivism, supra note 40, at 825.
1548 [VOL. 72:5
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Schauer has framed the first question another way: he notes that
describing the degree that a legal system is rule-based is simply an-
other way of asking to what extent it is positivist.43 Schauer recognizes
that equalizing of positivism with rules depends on which two defini-
tions of positivism he adopts. The first form of positivism, which
Schauer describes as a conceptual account, merely insists that there is
no necessary connection between law and morality.44 The second
form of positivism, which Schauer describes as a descriptive account,
insists that "the rule of recognition [of the legal system] in any com-
munity ... must demarcate that community's law from its morality."45
While Schauer says he does not want to enter into the debate between
these two forms of positivism, he is certain that only the second form
of positivism has any connection with his account of rules.4 Schauer
thinks that the first form of positivism is incompatible with his account
of rules because under it, "a community decision to take as law the ad
hoc decisions of one person" could be "accurately described as positivis-
tic."47 It is important to see why Schauer is committed to this view.
The form of positivism rejected by Schauer is conventionally
known as "inclusive" legal positivism or "incorporationism."48 It is
based on two claims. "[F] irst, that it is not necessary in all legal systems
that for a norm to be a legal norm it must possess moral value... and
second, that what norms count as legal norms in any particular society
43 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 198-99; Schauer, Formalism, supra note 30, at 536
n.81; Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 666-67. Coleman agrees with this assessment.
SeeJules L. Coleman, Rules and SocialFacts, 14 HARv.J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 703, 711 (1991)
[hereinafter Coleman, Rules and SocialFacts] ("Schauer simply assumes that positivism
is committed to the view that law consists in rules.").
44 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 197 (citing Jules L. Coleman, Negative and Positive
Positivism, 11J. LEGAL STUD. 139 (1982)); see also David Lyons, Principles, Positivism, and
Legal Theory, 87 YALE L.J. 415 (1977) (reviewing RONALD DwOaN, TAKING RIGHTS
SERIOUSLY (1977)); E. Philip Soper, Legal Theory and the Obligation of a Judge: The Hart/
Dworkin Dispute, 75 MICH. L. REv. 473 (1977).
45 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 198.
46 Id.; see also Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 666 n.41 (stating that if the first
form of positivism is the correct account of positivism, "then so much the worse for
positivism," since it cannot explain what the theory of rule-based decisionmaking ex-
plains, which is "how a limited set of pedigreeable materials appears to dominate the
legal consciousness").
47 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 198.
48 See W.J. WALUCHOW, INCLUSIVE PosrrrvIsM (1994);Jules Coleman, Authority and
Reason, in THE AtrONOMY OF LAW: ESSAYS ON LEGAL PosrrnvsM 287, 287 (Robert P.
George ed., 1996) [hereinafter Coleman, Authority and Reason]; Jules L. Coleman &
Brian Leiter, Legal Positivism, in A COMPANION TO Ptn4osoi'HY OF LAW AND LEGAL THE-
oRY 241 (Dennis Patterson ed., 1996).
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is fundamentally a matter of social conventions."49 All positivists agree
with the first proposition, which has been called the "separability the-
sis."O5 The incorporationists and their critics disagree over the inter-
pretation of the second proposition. According to incorporationists,
nothing in the second proposition imposes any constraint on the sub-
stance of the social conventions that set out the conditions of legality
in any given society.5' The incorporationist thinks that any rule that is
described by convergent social behavior can be used as a test of a soci-
ety's legal norms-for example, its "rule of recognition."52 For exam-
ple, the rule "x is a legal norm if and only if it is a dimension ofjustice
or morality in the best critical moral theory" could be a rule of recog-
nition if it were true that, as a matter of social fact, this rule was ac-
cepted by the relevant legal officials.53
It is important to understand that Schauer does not reject in-
corporationism because it would allow the rule of recognition to em-
ploy a moral norm as its factual predicate. 54 He rejects it because
under incorporationism the rule of recognition does not operate as a
rule. Since, according to incorporationism, the norms of a legal sys-
tem may be coextensive with all the norms (moral or otherwise) that
would normally bind practical reason in a society, only nonincorpora-
tionism requires extensional divergence between law and nonlaw in a
49 Coleman & Leiter, supra note 48, at 243.
50 See Coleman, Rules and Social Facts, supra note 43, at 716 ("[N]o proponent or
critic of legal positivism denies that positivism is committed to the separability the-
sis."); see also H.LA. Hart, Positivism and the Separation of Law and Morals, 71 HARV. L.
REV. 593 (1958) (defending the separability thesis in Austin and Bentham); Anthony
J. Sebok, Misunderstanding Positivism, 93 MIcH. L. REv. 2054, 2063 (1995) (arguing
that separability thesis is core element of classical positivism).
51 See Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra note 48, at 289; Coleman & Leiter,
supra note 48, at 243; Coleman, Rules and Social Facts, supra note 43, at 721.
52 HART, supra note 21, at 94; see also Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra note 48,
at 294-95.
53 Coleman, Rules and Social Facts, supra note 43, at 723; see also Coleman, Authority
and Reason, supra note 48, at 295.
54 This is most clearly the reason why Raz rejects incorporationism. SeeJOSEPH
RAZ, THE AUTHORITY OF LAW: EssAys ON LAW AND MORAL=v 37-52 (1979);Joseph Raz,
Authority, Law and Morality, 68 MONIST 295, 311-20 (1985). Although Schauer thinks
that his theory of rules does not oblige him to take a side in the debate over in-
corporationism, see Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 670 n.49, Coleman thinks that
both Schauer and Raz reject incorporationism. Coleman, Rules and Social Fact, supra
note 42, at 722. In any case, Schauer has rejected incorporationism. See Frederick
Schauer, Positivism Through Thick and Thin, Address at a Conference on the Works
of Jules Coleman at Quinnipiac College School of Law, at 7 n.22 (Oct. 14, 1996)
(unpublished manuscript on file with author) [hereinafter Schauer, Thick and Thin]
("For the record, I am not an incorporationist.").
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positivist legal system.55 Schauer calls the idea that in every legal sys-
tem there must be an extensional divergence between a society's legal
norms and its nonlegal norms the "limited domain thesis," and he is
correct that it clearly separates incorporationism from nonincorpora-
tionism.5 6 The next step in Schauer's argument is easy. He points out
that rule-based decisionmaking presupposes the limited domain the-
sis: "[B] oth the idea of a rule and the idea of positivism as a limited set
of norms entail some extensional divergence between the set of re-
sults indicated by a set of rules, . . . and the set of results indicated by
the full array of norms otherwise accepted by some decisionmaker. '57
Schauer therefore sees many parallels between nonincorpora-
tionism and his theory of rules. In the same way that an entrenched
generalization is unavoidably over or underinclusive relative to its jus-
tification, a positivist rule of recognition must limit the law to a set of
norms that is more narrow than the set of norms which would other-
wise form the basis of a conscientious "all things considered" judg-
ment.58 Furthermore, notes Schauer, in the same way that rules
sometimes generate an answer that is wrong, in light of the purpose or
point of the rule, sometimes the answer picked out by "the rule of
recognition [will] be the wrong answer from the perspective of the
background justifications for the legal system as a whole."5 9 Finally,
Schauer stresses that it is important to see that the limited domain
thesis is really a claim about "systematic isolation," not the separability
of law and morality. Nonincorporationism would take the same view
of the necessity of extensional divergence regardless of whether the
set of nonlegal norms from which the rule of recognition was barred
concerned morality, economic efficiency, or aesthetic beauty.60 In this
sense, nonincorporationist positivism is rulelike because it is denoted
by the presence of a disjunctive relationship between the norms iden-
55 ScmuuAR, supra note 2, at 198; Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 666-67.
56 Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 667. But see Coleman, Rules and Social Fact,
supra note 43, at 723-24.
57 Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 667; see also ScHAUER, supra note 2, at 199.
58 This is a logical truth about the limited domain thesis. It does not mean that a
legal system should be entirely positivist, or that ajudge in a positivist system should,
all things considered, follow all relevant legal rules all the time. See Schauer, Constitu-
tional Positivism, supra note 40, at 825; Frederick Schauer, Critical Notice, 24 CAN. J.
PHIL. 495, 504 (1994) [hereinafter Schauer, Critical Notice] (reviewing ROBERT SHINER,
NORM AND NATURE: THE MovrNrs OF LEGAL THOUGHT (1992)); Frederick Schauer,
Fuller's Internal Point of View, 13 LAw. & PHIL. 285, 299-300 (1994) [hereinafter
Schauer, riew]; Frederick Schauer, The Questions of Authority, 81 GEo. L.J. 95, 102
(1992).
59 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 199.
60 Id. at 198-99.
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tified by the rule of recognition and the community's remaining non-
legal norms, and not by any particular constraint on the content of
the rule of recognition.
There is a problem with Schauer's association of rule-based deci-
sionmaking with positivism. The problem is that the rule of recogni-
tion is not a rule under Schauer's theory of rules. According to Hart,
the rule of recognition is a social rule (which parallels more or less
Schauer's category of prescriptive rules) because it is an analysis of
what people do when they "are following a rule," as opposed to a gener-
alization about what people "do as a rule."61 A social rule exists when
(i) a practice exists; (ii) deviations from the practice engender criti-
cisms; and (iii) the existence of the practice is seen as a good reason
for the criticism by the criticizers and the criticized.62 To be sure,
there are important points of overlap between Hart's theory of social
rules and Schauer's theory of rules as entrenched generalizations.
Hart's idea of a practice serves the same role as Schauer's idea of a
factual predicate, in that compliance with a practice in a social rule is
not dependent or motivated by reasons external to the rule. For Hart,
if the social rule provides a reason to conform to the norm described
by a practice, it can only be because of the fact that it is a convergent
social practice, and not because of the content of the norm.63 The
practice described by the social rule is a "crystallization" of a general-
ization of which the practice may or may not still be "true" or valid-
just like the factual predicate entrenched in a Schauerian rule.
On the other hand, there are two places in which there is a diver-
gence between Hart's theory of social rules and Schauer's theory of
rules as entrenched generalizations. As we will see below, Schauer
takes a very narrow view of Hart's claim that the rule of recognition
must be accepted from "an internal point of view," and Hart disagrees
with Schauer's claim that the rule of recognition must be based upon
ajustification broader than the rule itself. It is because of these two
points of disagreement that the rule of recognition is not a Schauer-
ian rule.
A. The Rule of Recognition and the Internal Point of View
Every social rule is made up of two parts: "[T]he description of
what individuals do as a rule and "their being accepted from an inter-
61 Coleman & Leiter, supra note 48, at 245-46.
62 HART, supra note 21, at 54-56, 86-88.
63 Hart's "social rule is constructed from convergent social practices; its content,
in other words, is given by what people do .... Coleman, Rules and Social Facts, supra
note 43, at 706.
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nal point of view."64 Thus, the rule is "accepted" by the community as
evidenced by the fact that it would be considered appropriate to criti-
cize someone for failing to do what the practice requires. In the case
of the rule of recognition, the internal point of view "is itself ex-
pressed in convergent behaviour: patterns of justification and criti-
cism" among the society's legal officials.65 Furthermore, it is often
thought, although not uncontroversially, that one function of the in-
ternal point of view is to explain the normative force of the rule of
recognition.66
Schauer does not presuppose the internal point of view in his
definition of rule-based decisionmaking, and there is nothing in Sec-
tion II that suggests that an entrenched generalization must be "ac-
cepted" by a relevant community in order for it to be a prescriptive
rule. Someone could issue a rule to another person without anyone
else actively "accepting" the predicate of the rule. Nonetheless,
Schauer clearly recognizes that the rule of recognition must be a "so-
cial" rule since legal systems are social institutions.67 And, like most
modern positivists, he does not think that the relevant community
which converges around and accepts the rule need be any larger than
64 Coleman & Leiter, supra note 48, at 247.
65 Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra note 48, at 294-95.
66 See id. at 299 (arguing that despite the assumption by almost all positivists that
the rule of recognition is authoritative because it is a social rule, the internal point of
view "is not up to the task" of transforming "what would otherwise be a non-normative
description of a convergent practice ... into a reason-giving practice"). Schauer ques-
tions Coleman's claim that all positivists believe that the rule of recognition is authori-
tative. Schauer thinks that asking about the source of the rule of recognition's
authority is "ask[ing] the wrong question." Schauer, Thick and Thin, supra note 54,
at 10.
67 For example, in an essay on constitutional amendment, Schauer proposes and
offers a short constitution that authorizes that Frederick Schauer is the sovereign of
the United States. The document is valid by its own terms. Schauer asks how we
know that the Schauerian constitution is not the rule of recognition for the United
States. His answer is that
[wie know [this] . . . because of what we know empirically and factually
about the world, because we know that one [the real Constitution] is effica-
cious and the other not, because we know that one document has been accepted by
the American people, by American officials, and by American judges, while the other
has been accepted by no one, not even its author.
Frederick Schauer, Amending the Presuppositions of a Constitution, in RESPONDING TO IM-
PERFECTION 145, 153 (Sanford Levinson ed., 1995) (emphasis added) [hereinafter
Schauer, Presuppositions]; see also SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 120 (agreeing with Kelsen
and Hart that the existence of the "ultimate" rule of recognition is a matter of social
fact).
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the community's legal officials. 68 But the fact that the rule of recogni-
tion must be a practice which legal officials "do as a rule" does not
mean that they "accept" the practice in a normative sense. Schauer
thinks that nothing in Hart's idea of the rule of recognition entails
"acceptance" in anything but a technical "logico-linguistic sense."69
According to Schauer, a judge can recognize the normative signifi-
cance of law (in that it may provide reasons for action to others) with-
out believing that law in fact provides anything other than prudential
reasons to act.70 Legal officials criticize others and themselves for all
sorts of reasons other than the reason that they think the law has nor-
mative significance to them.7' Thus, a Schauerian rule of recognition
can account for the internal point of view by taking the position that
"acceptance" of a practice under a social rule may have no normative
significance. 72
B. The Rule of Recognition and Its Justification
As we saw in Part II, Schauer believes that every prescriptive rule
has a factual predicate and ajustification. The justification is the basis
upon which the factual predicate of the rule was selected, and, as we
saw above, it is a feature of rules that the factual predicate is "inelimin-
ably" under or overinclusive of its justification. There is no analog to
the element of 'Justification" in Hart's theory of social rules. If a so-
cial rule is a product of convergent social practices, there is no reason
to assume that the norm described by the social rule is directed to-
wards a single "evil sought to be eradicated or the goal sought to be
served." Furthermore, were the norms described by the social rule
directed towards a single goal or end, there is no reason to assume
that Hart would think that the rule is necessarily under or overinclu-
sive. Finally, nowhere does Hart even suggest that if the social rule
were over or underinclusive relative to its hypothetical justification, it
68 See, e.g., Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra note 48, at 298 (on the subjects of
the rule of recognition). Schauer thinks that it is at least possible, if not likely, that
the subjects of the rule of recognition are only the legal system's judges. See Schauer,
Thick and Thin, supra note 54, at 11.
69 Schauer, Wriew, supra note 58, at 288. Schauer suggests elsewhere that he en-
dorses an even weaker sense of acceptance which does not require the convergence of
a social practice of criticism at all. See SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 121.
70 See Schauer, Critical Notice, supra note 58, at 500-01. Schauer calls this the "fact
of normativity." Id. at 506.
71 Schauer, Thick and Thin, supra note 54, at 11-12.
72 Id. at 13 ("[T]he existence of the rule of recognition is one thing, its desirabil-
ity or morality quite another."). This is consistent with Raz's view. See JOSEPH RAZ,
PRACTICAL REAsONS AND NORM 193-99 (2d ed. 1990).
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would be in some way antithetical to the'very idea of a social rule for a
rule-follower to revise or amend the content of the social rule on the
theory that others will converge upon the new description.73 In short,
nowhere does Hart adopt Schauer's view that the essence of ruleness
is the entrenchment of a generalization against the inevitable pressure
brought against the generalization by its original generative
justification.
1. The Pedigree Constraint Causes Trouble
The complete absence of anything playing ajustificatory role in
Hart's theory of social rules explains why Coleman believes that
Schauer's limited domain thesis has no role to play in Hart's rule of
recognition. 74 According to the limited domain thesis, "the law must
be only a part of [a] community's stock of norms." 75 Coleman argues
that the limited domain thesis is not entailed by the separability thesis
because the separability thesis only requires that there be no necessary
connection between law and morality. The separability thesis says
nothing about contingent connections between law and morality pro-
duced by the operation of the rule of recognition.7 6
Coleman further argues that the limited domain thesis is not en-
tailed by the fact that the rule of recognition is a social convention.77
As Coleman notes, Schauer believes that the limited domain thesis
entails the claim that whether a norm satisfies the rule of recognition
"is a matter of [its] pedigree."78 According to the pedigree constraint,
the test under which a norm is recognized by the rule of recognition is
a matter of simple, uncontroversial, and empirically verifiable fact.79
Coleman argues that there is no reason to limit the rule of recogni-
tion to pedigree standards, and therefore the limited domain thesis
must be wrong. Coleman's argument turns on the claim that
although the rule of recognition is a social fact, its content is not lim-
73 This is the reason why Hart rejected the claim made by Fuller that positivism
was "formalistic." See Hart, supra note 50, at 612 ("It does not follow that, because the
opposite of a decision reached blindly in the formalist or literalist manner is a deci-
sion intelligently reached by reference to some conception of what ought to be, we
have a junction of law and morals.").
74 Coleman's view is that Hart implicitly embraced incorporationism in the first
edition of The Concept of Law and explicitly embraced it in his postscript to the second
edition. See Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra note 48, at 288.
75 Coleman, Rules and Social Facts, supra note 43, at 723.
76 Id.
77 Id. at 708.
78 Id. at 719 (citing Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 666).
79 Id.
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ited to tests comprised of simple, uncontroversial, and empirically ver-
ifiable fact like a pedigree standard. Coleman argues that even if we
assume, for the sake of argument, that one purpose of the rule of
recognition is to identify the law (at least on behalf of the legal sys-
tem's officials), there is no reason to conclude that a rule of recogni-
tion could not serve that function by adopting a moral standard as its
test for law.80 The job of identifying the law-one of the epistemic
functions of the rule of recognition-can be adequately performed by
standards that are complex, controversial, and normative: "Certainly
in communities that share some fundamental set of values, not only in
the abstract, but in concrete particulars as well, reference to a norm's
value as a condition of its legality need not render the rule epistemi-
cally inadequate or essentially controversial." 8 ' Therefore, even if one
grants that the conditions of legality contained in the rule of recogni-
tion must be epistemically adequate (which Coleman ultimately de-
nies), there is no reason to believe that the test for law in a community
could not be a moral standard, and certainly no reason to believe that
the test for law must include only pedigree standards.
2. Why Does Schauer Need the Pedigree Constraint?
Schauer's embrace of pedigree standards is driven by the limited
domain thesis, and the limited domain thesis is deeply interrelated
with Schauer's view that every rule is an instantiation of ajustification
which the rule inevitably serves suboptimally. But in the case of the
rule of recognition, it is hard to see what Schauer could possibly mean
by the term "justification." It is easy to see what is the justification of a
rule like "no dogs allowed near babies." Likewise, it is pretty easy to
see the justification of the rule "drive at 55 m.p.h.," as well as why such
a rule is ineliminably under and overinclusive. All this follows from
the fact that Schauer believes that all rules, including legal rules, arise
"within some theory of justification and exist[ I only relative to it."82
But unlike a statute, which may have a legislative history, or even a
common law doctrine, which may have a purpose, such as efficiency
or corrective justice, it is hard to imagine what it would mean for the
rule of recognition to have a justification. The idea of the rule of
recognition-which is probably a society's most complex social fact-
80 This is ultimately not conceded by Coleman, but it is unclear if he would disa-
gree with this claim with regard to judges. See Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra
note 48, at 292 ("We have no reason to believe that a rule of recognition must serve
an identification role.").
81 Coleman, Rules and Social Facts, supra note 43, at 720.
82 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 86.
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having a single justification seems to assume a view of legal systems
which is hard to square with modem experience.8 3
Occasionally Schauer refers to the "larger values" that a legal sys-
tem serves, but these references seem more a matter of working
through the logical consequences of his claim that every rule has a
justification than a serious effort to present a credible candidate.8 4
For example, when Schauer illustrates the connection between positiv-
ism and rule-based decisionmaking, he says that
[a] positivist view of a legalsystem takes the legal system as a whole
to be the instantiation of its background justification (justice, order,
or whatever) and, in rule-like fashion, treats that instantiation as en-
trenched against efforts to view it as merely transparent to the justi-
ficatiQns for the system itself.8 5
Looking over this claim (which should seem very familiar by now) we
can now notice that while the rule of recognition has the structure of
83 Schauer has suggested that legal positivism may be entailed by the belief that
there are "prelegal rights and prelegal moral values" since it may turn out that the
best way to promote those rights and values is to limit legal officials from looking into
"what is required by morality." Schauer, Constitutional Positivism, supra note 40, at
809-10. While this argument for the morality of positivism may or may not be cor-
rect, it does not entail (nor does it assume) that the rule of recognition is justified by
some larger set of social norms.
84 See, e.g., Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 667. One would imagine that
Schauer's theory of presumptive positivism, which allows a rule follower to "peek" past
the rule to its justification in order to determine whether or not to apply the rule in
that instance, would state clearly what the justification of the rule of recognition
might be. But in his discussions of presumptive positivism, Schauer simply equates
the "justification" of the rule of recognition with the formal category of nonlegal
norms: "Presumptive positivism is a way of describing the interplay between a pedi-
greed subset of rules and the full (and nonpedigreeable) normative universe .... "
ScatuER, supra note 2, at 204; see also Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 676 (contrasting
the norm denoted by the rule of recognition with society's "full norm set"). But see
ScHAuER, supra note 2, at 205 (suggesting that the "full norm set" is the equivalent of
the "larger and more morally acceptable set of values" found in society (emphasis ad-
ded)). Schauer seems attracted to the distinction drawn by Melvin Eisenberg between
"doctrinal" and "social" propositions, at least with regard to analyzing the difference
between legal and nonlegal norms in common law. Frederick Schauer, Is the Common
Law Law?, 77 CAL. L. REv. 455, 460-62 (1989) (reviewing Mm.vw A. EISENBERG, THE
NATUR OF THE COMMON LAw (1988)). But, as Schauer notes, according to Eisen-
berg, the category of legal norms may include "a moral component," while the set of
larger, nonlegal norms may have no moral content. So, once again, the "justification"
of common law rules, which Schauer refers to. as "the set of norms used by deci-
sionmakers in the larger environment" turns out to be a formal category known only
by the fact that it is not identical with the subset of norms identified by the rule of
recognition. Id. at 460-61 (emphasis added).
85 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 199-200 (emphasis added).
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an entrenched generalization, it is missing part of its substance,
namely, ajustification to which one could credibly connect the rule of
recognition's factual predicate. An immediate consequence of discov-
ering that the rule of recognition has no justification is that the lim-
ited domain thesis should no longer be important to Schauer. If no
identifiable justification is pressuring the rule of recognition, there is
no need to distinguish between legal and nonlegal norms. If there is
no need to distinguish between legal and nonlegal norms, there is no
need for the pedigree constraint and the problems that it brings.
IV. THE IDEA OF RECOGNITION
In the previous section we saw that the rule of recognition is not a
rule according to Schauer. This might seem like an embarrassment
for Schauer, since he tries to connect his theory of rules with legal
positivism. But it may not be such a bad thing for his overall project if
it turns out that the rule of recognition is not a rule. I say this for two
reasons.
First, Schauer himself does not think that the rule of recognition
is a rule. Schauer admits that he really means the "idea of recogni-
tion" rather than "the 'rule' of recognition."8 6 Furthermore, it turns
out that Schauer thinks that Hart should not have called the ultimate
positivist test of law the "rule" of recognition:
In referring to the ultimate rule of recognition as a rule, Hart has
probably misled us. There is no i-eason to suppose that the ultimate
source of law need be anything that looks at all like a rule, whether
simple or complex, or even a collection of rules .... The ultimate
source of law, therefore, is better described as the practice by which
it is determined that some things are to count as law and some
things are not.8 7
As Schauer himself realizes, the statement that the "ultimate" rule of
recognition is a rule cannot be reconciled with his own carefully con-
structed theory of rules. If, as he says, all rules "exist against a back-
ground of presuppositions," then it would follow that the ultimate
rule of recognition exists against a background of presuppositions.88
But, as we saw above, unlike a statute, the common law, or even a
constitution, there is no "presupposition" behind the ultimate rule of
recognition. Thankfully, Schauer does not think that the ultimate rule
86 Id. at 199; see also Schauer, Thick and Thin, supra note 54, at 2 n.7 (citing
A.W.B. Simpson, The Common Law and Legal Theory, in LEGAL THEORY AND COMMON
LAW 8 (W. Twining ed., 1986)).
87 Schauer, Presuppositions, supra note 67, at 150-51.
88 Id. at 159.
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of recognition necessarily exists against a background purpose or
norm. Schauer notes that "at the level of determining what the ulti-
mate rule of recognition is, questions of efficacy are central .... 'The
foundation rules of a legal system can never be derived... they are a
political fact."' 8 9 By abandoning the idea that the the rule of recogni-
tion is rulelike, Schauer is left with a position similar to Hart's, which
is that all we can ask about the rule of recognition is "whether a partic-
ular community has one."90 Hart never suggested that the rule of rec-
ognition had a "point" or purpose, and if Hart's view entails the
conclusion that the rule of recognition is not a rule, Schauer has no
reason not to agree.
Second, if the rule of recognition is not a rule, Schauer's reasons
for embracing the limited domain thesis are quite different than the
reasons he had when he thought the rule of recognition was a rule.
Recall that the limited domain thesis says that in every legal system
there must be an extensional divergence between a society's legal
norms and its nonlegal norms. The reason that Schauer's positivism
had to embrace the limited domain thesis was that if the rule of recog-
nition was a rule, there had to be a gap between the norm (or norms)
that comprised the rule of recognition and the nonlegal norm (or
norms) which made up the justification for the rule of recognition.
The limited domain of law was portrayed by Schauer as a set of norms
that were set apart from a larger set of norms which were by definition
the nonlegal norms. The idea of the pedigree constraint was then
introduced to explain what sort of norms could make up the set of
legal norms. But as Coleman demonstrated, the argument for the
pedigree constraint has no independent merit. But for the limitations
set out by the pedigree constraint, it is not clear why the conceptual
distinction drawn by the limited domain thesis must also be a descrip-
tive distinction. It would appear therefore that the only reason for
insisting on the limited domain thesis is that it is logically entailed by
the fact that the rule of recognition is an entrenched generalization.
But if the rule of recognition is not a rule, then it is not an entrenched
generalization, and if it is not an entrenched generalization, there is
no need for Schauer to insist on the limited domain thesis.
I think that the argument of the previous paragraph is correct
except for the last sentence. One can make an argument for the limited
domain thesis that is not based on the rule of recognition being a
rule. The idea of an entrenched generalization may have within it
89 Id. at 151-52 (quoting Ilmar Tammelo, The Antinomy of Parliamentaty Sover-
eignty, 44 ARCHiv FOR RECHTS-UND SOZIALPHiLosopHIE 495, 504 (1958)).
90 Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra note 48, at 294 (paraphrasing Hart).
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features which can justify the limited domain thesis for reasons sepa-
rate from those offered by the idea of a Schauerian rule. Let us begin
by recalling that Schauer defines a rule as a relationship between a
factual predicate and the rule's justification in which the factual predi-
cate "resists" the justification. It is the resistance by the factual predi-
cate that makes it an entrenched generalization. It is important to
pause for a moment and consider what the entrenched generalization
resists. As Schauer presents it, resistance occurs in response to the
inevitable demand by the justification to reformulate the factual pred-
icate of the rule. In Schauer's view, there will always be pressure on
the rule applier to reformulate the rule because the factual predicate
will invariably be a suboptimal expression of the justification of the
rule. Hence, for Schauer, the threat of "continuous malleability" is a
product of the "ineliminable" fact that the justification of a rule will
always point to norms that better express the point of the rule than
the norm "crystallized" in the rule.
This explanation of entrenched generalization falls apart when
the entrenched generalization is the rule of recognition and there is
no justification that "ineliminably" points to other norms that will op-
timize the point of having a legal system. But why does the idea of
resistance have to be understood as a relationship between a subop-
timal instantiation and an optimizable justification? Under Schauer's
theory, the relationship of resistance he identifies as central to the
idea of ruleness can occur between norms that are simply dissimilar,
and not just between a suboptimal norm and its justification. If the
point of entrenchment is that it is how we describe resistance to con-
tinuous malleability, then the focus should be on the absence of refor-
mulation and not on the content of the norms that would have
replaced the entrenched norm. In an important respect, the contents
of the norms that would have replaced the entrenched norm are
irrelevant.
If Schauer thinks that resistance by a factual predicate to its justi-
fication is essential to the definition of a rule (and I think he does),
then I suggest that he modify the rule of recognition (which he admits
is not a rule) so that it is based upon a theory of entrenched general-
ization that is not identical to his theory of rules. This modified rule
of recognition, which he has called the "practice" of recognition, 9' is
based not on the resistance of the ultimate legal norm to pressure
from its own justification, but on what Schauer has called the "concept
of systemic isolation." 92 As Schauer himself suggests, the focus of the
91 Schauer, Presuppositions, supra note 67, at 150.
92 SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 199.
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practice of recognition should not be on the law/morality distinction,
but rather on the idea that legal norms are simply entrenched vis-a-vis
all norms: "To the positivist there can be systems whose norms are
identified by reference to some identifier that can distinguish legal
norms from other norms, such as those of politics, morality, econom-
ics, or etiquette."93 What is important for Schauer, in the end, is not
so much that the ultimate legal norm be extensionally divergent from
morality, or that it be pedigreeable, but that it be extensionally diver-
gent from at least some of the norms in society.94 If the point of the
practice of recognition is that the law must remain systemically iso-
lated, then the real threat to positivism is not the confusion of law and
morality, but the collapse of the distinction between legal norms and
nonlegal norms.95 But this, of course, is but another way of saying
93 Id.
94 This is because only if a rule follower is limited in the norms she is authdrized
to apply can there be differentiation among decisionmakers in a legal system, a state
of affairs which Schauer thinks is desirable. If one replaces the expression "en-
trenched generalizations" for the word "rules" in the following passage, the relation-
ship between systemic isolation and what Schauer calls "role differentiation" becomes
more clear:
This suggests that [rules] are necessarily part of any differentiated decision-
making environment that acknowledges the idea of separation of powers in
the broadest sense. Where one decisionmaker performs all decisionmak-
ing... [rules] have little or no role to play. Only when there is role differen-
tiation, and always when there is role differentiation, will [rules] be an essential
component of the process of differentiation, of the process of allocating
decisionmaking power.
Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 686. The collapse of role differentiation is the
equivalent of "a community decision to take as its law the ad hoc decisions of one
person," a state which Schauer says is utterly incompatible with either rule-based deci-
sionmaking or positivism. SCHAUER, supra note 2, at 198.
95 Schauer, in various articles, stresses that systemic isolation is at the heart of
entrenched generalization. See Schauer, Formalism, supra note 30, at 535-36. He ar-
gues that a system of practical reasoning without some degree of systemic isolation is
impossible:
[T]he potential tension between the general goal and its concretized instan-
tiation [in a rule] exists at every level. At one level, the tension is between
language and purpose; at the next, it is between that purpose and the deep
purpose lying behind it; at the next, between the deep purpose and an even
deeper purpose; and so on. When we decide that purpose must not be frus-
trated by its instantiation, we embark upon a potentially infinite regress ....
Id. at 534. In the case of the First Amendment, he observes that if one does not
presume that the Constitution is an entrenched generalization, then the entire stock
of society's norms may become part of the law, since no matter which norm one
adopts to explain the First Amendment, there could always be a deeper and more
general norm: "[W]hat is the relationship, for example, of a 'public deliberation'
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that the practice of recognition requires the limited domain thesis.
Now, however, the limited domain thesis is entailed by the fact that
the ultimate legal norm, as an entrenched generalization, must resist
at least some of the other norms in society, and not by the need to
insure that the ultimate legal norm is a pedigree standard. The lim-
ited domain thesis can stand on its own bottom, and Schauer can jetti-
son the pedigree constraint without giving up the positivist core of his
theory.
V. CONCLUSION
There is a tension between Schauer's theory of rules and his legal
positivism. The tension is rooted in the fact that the rule of recogni-
tion cannot be a Schauerian rule. Schauer himself recognizes this
tension and modifies his positivism by renaming the ultimate legal
norm the "idea" or practice or recognition. This Article has been an
attempt to explain why Schauer's modification is necessary and why it
may be consistent with the core elements of his theory of rule-based
decisionmaking. I have argued that the theory of rule-based decision-
making has two components: the idea of entrenched generalization
and the idea that every rule presupposes its ownjustification. I believe
that the practice of recognition is not a rule because it does not pre-
suppose ajustification for the legal system, even though it nonetheless
instantiates an entrenched generalization. By preserving the role
played by entrenched generalization in law without tying it to his the-
ory of rules, I believe Schauer can justify the two most important fea-
tures of his positivism, the separability thesis and the limited domain
thesis.
Clearly, my argument leaves many questions unaddressed. My re-
formulation of Schauer's positivism retains the limited domain thesis
and therefore must be a version of nonincorporationism. And yet I
stated that under the practice of recognition the ultimate legal norm
could be coextensive with a moral norm, as long as it was extensionally
divergent with at least some of the norms in society. It is possible,
therefore, that my reformulation of Schauer's positivism is compatible
with incorporationism (or at least Coleman's version of it). Although
the question of whether Coleman and Schauer agree on more than
they realize is beyond the scope of this Article, it is worth noting that
Coleman himself suggests that incorporationism entails the same sort
of "systemic isolation" that I placed at the heart of Schauer's theory of
entrenched generalization. In his argument against Raz's Sources
justification for the First Amendment to the 'democracy' justification that might lie
behind it?" Schauer, Law, supra note 18, at 683 n.78.
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Thesis, Coleman challenges Raz's claim that incorporationism would
always require substantive moral inquiry into the "underlying orjustif-
icatory reasons" for a law.96 Coleman argues that under his theory of
incorporationism, if the rule of recognition incorporates morality into
the law by saying that "no norm can count as part of the community's
law if it violates due process or equal protection, or more generally,
the demands of fairness," then the law applier is restricted to testing
putative laws against the "aspect" of morality denoted by the rule of
recognition.97 Therefore, argues Coleman, Raz is wrong because the
presence of a moral norm does not lead "inevitably" to the incorpora-
tion of the entire set of moral norms of which the moral norm is a
member. But Coleman's argument against Raz relies, in part, on the
concept of "systemic isolation": it is, as Schauer argues, because of its
entrenchment that the presence of a moral norm in the rule of recog-
nition does not lead to the "endless" incorporation of all the norms in
society.98 Coleman could be understood as saying that although in-
corporationism allows the rule of recognition to incorporate some of
that society's moral norms, it does not allow the rule of recognition to
incorporate that society's complete "stock of norms."99 If Coleman
were to say this, then his incorporationism would be compatible with
Schauer's limited domain thesis.
96 Coleman, Authority and Reason, supra note 48, at 306.
97 Id.
98 See id. at 307.
99 Coleman, Rules and Social Facts, supra note 43, at 723.
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